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Topic 9

Measures of Spatial Data Quality

Data Quality

 What is data quality?

 Dependent on intended application

Why is Data Quality Important?

1. Private sector development/distribution

2. Use in expert/decision support systems

3. Assumed or legal liability
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Assessment and Reporting

 Based on:

 minimum quality standards

 metadata standards

 market standards

Measures of Data Quality

 Quality based on measures of:

1. accuracy

2. precision/resolution

3. consistency

4. completeness

 Applies to 3 properties of geospatial data:

 spatial (locational data)

 aspatial or thematic (i.e. attribute data)

 temporal (date and time of data)

Accuracy

 Closeness to the actual “value”:

 Spatial Accuracy

 Thematic Accuracy

 Temporal Accuracy
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Precision/Resolution

 Amount of detail encoded

 Spatial Precision/Resolution

 Vector data:

 determined by MMU of polygon

 number of vertices defining a polygon or line

 decimals places in x,y point location

 Raster data:

 determined by grid cell size or resolution

Precision

 Thematic (attribute) Precision

 For qualitative/nominal data:

 the fineness or specificity of categories

 For quantitative data:

 the degree to which small variations in the measured

values are recorded

Precision

 Temporal Precision

 Length of time or duration over which the 

data were collected

 An instantaneous snapshot

 Or conditions over a period of time

 Not how old the data are
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Consistency

 Absence of contradictions in database

 spatial

 thematic

 temporal

 Conformance to rules of database 

development

Completeness

 Absence of errors (e.g. omission/commission)

 Spatial Completeness

 Thematic Completeness

 Temporal Completeness

Metadata

 Data about the data

 According to approved metadata standards/styles

 ArcGIS provides tools for creating, validating, searching, 

importing and exporting metadata (called a “description”)

 Derived properties of the data:

 geographic extent, file size, geometry type, attribute fields

 Documented properties of the data:

 collection procedure and lineage including:

– source of the data - creation date(s) -procedures/methods

– projection -scale -resolution -accuracy

– and limitations for use
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